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Abstract: In the STS subsystem, mapper and demapper are the two major components. The process of mapping involves
generation of the tributary, insertion of overheads, AU pointer bytes and frame scrambling where as demapping process
extracts the tributary and overhead bytes from the received STM frame. Here in this paper we have attempted to design
mapper and demapper for the STS-3 hierarchy. In our design we generate a E4 signal NRZ data at 139.264 Mbps, map it into
the container-4 having 9 rows and 260 columns and with the insertion of overheads and pointer bytes we get the complete
STS-3 frame having 9 rows and 270 columns at 155.52 Mbps. Then after scrambling when data is received at the demapper
side then frame detection and alignment circuit detect the arrival of frame and then descrambling is done. The descrambler
frame is demapped and extraction of data and overhead bytes is done which is further processed to generate various error
(Bit interleaved Parity check) and alarm signals.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SDH (Synchronous Digital Hierarchy) is a standard for
telecommunications transport formulated by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU). SDH was first introduced
into the telecommunications network in 1992 and now
deployed at all levels of the network infrastructure, including
the access network and the long-distance trunk network. SDH
defines traffic interfaces that are independent of vendors. The
basic frame of SDH is STM-1. Whose data rate is 155.52
Mbps. The frame structure of STM-1 is shown in Fig. 1.

Section Overhead (MSOH). The Virtual container (VC) plus
the pointers (H1, H2, H3 bytes is called the Administrative
Unit (AU). The virtual container can have any phase
alignment within the administrative unit.

2. SONET AND SDH INTERLEAVING

If three STS-1s are byte interleaved, the resulting frame is
called STS-3. Byte interleaving means 1st byte of 1st STS-
1 (called A1) is transmitted, then A1 byte of 2nd STS-1,
then A1 byte of 3rd STS-1 and so on. Now the resultant rate
of the frame would be 3 times more. This multiplexing is
carried out for all levels of SONET and SDH. Because of
this, SONET/SDH maintains a frame rate of 125 µs. See
Fig. 2 in which different colors for bytes of each frame are
used to have clear understanding of multiplexing and how
higher order frames are generated. Note that not all the
overhead bytes in STS-1 frame are used in higher order
frames. These are represented as ‘X’ in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1: STM-1 Frame

The STM-1 frame consists 9 rows of 270 bytes each.
The first 9 bytes of each row carry section overhead and
pointer information. The remaining 261 bytes forms the
virtual container (i.e. payload and path overhead
information). The first three rows of section overhead are
termed as Regenerator Section overhead (RSOH) and the
last five rows of Section Overhead is known as Multiplex Fig. 2: Different Colors for Bytes of Each Frame
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 In Transport Overhead, the first three rows inside the
TOH constitute Section Overhead and the remaining six rows
of TOH constitute Line Overhead (See Fig. 2). Framing
Bytes (A1 and A2): The start of SONET/SDH frame
indicate by these bytes (A1 and A2). A1 byte is 1111 0110
and A2 byte is 0010 1000 and the values remain the same in
all STS-1s in an STS-N. The Section Trace (J0)/Section
Growth (Z0) byte verify the connections between connected
sections by transmitting a sixteen-byte message. J0 and each
Z0 shall be set corresponding to its order of appearance in
the STS-N. The B1 (Section BIP-8) byte indicates bit error
rate to the receiving terminal also known as Bit Interleaved
Parity (BIP-8). The first bit in all the bytes in the previous
frame are taken and then B1 is set so that the parity is even.
Similarly all the other bits in B1 are set. The E1 (Orderwire)
byte is located in the first STS-1 of an STS-N. It is called
Local Orderwire (LOW). This byte is used for a voice
channel between two technicians as they installed and tested
an optical link. The F1 (Section User Channel) byte is
located in the first STS-1 of an STS-N, and is used by the
network provider. The Communication Channel (D1, D2 and
D3) bytes, which form communication channel and
considered as one 192-kb/s, message-based channel for
administering, controlling and other communication needs
between STE. In Line Overhead, the Pointers bytes (H1
and H2) are used in all STS-1s within an STS-N to align the
STS-1 Transport Overheads in the STS-N, and to perform
frequency justification.

In Fig. 3 pointer bits are labeled as “IDIDIDIDID”, can
make positive or negative justification. H3 byte is used when
negative frequency justification is carried out. The K1 and
K2 bytes are used for protection, which are transmitted over
these protection channels for Automatic Protection Switching
(APS) signaling between line level entities: The nine bytes
(D4-D12) are considered as one 576-kb/s, message-based
channel for alarms, maintenance, control, monitoring,
administering and other communication needs. S1
(Synchronization Status) byte is allocated for transporting
synchronization status messages. The M0 byte is defined
only for the STS-1 in an OC-1 or STS-1 electrical signal.
Bits 5 through 8 of the M0 byte are allocated for a Line
Remote Error Indication function (REI-L). Bits 1 through 4
of the M0 byte are currently undefined. The M1(REI) byte
is located in the third STS-1 in an STS-N (N³ 3) and is used
for Line Remote Error Indication (REI-L). The entire M1
byte is used to convey the count of errors detected by the
Line BIP-8 (B2) byte.

3. IMPLEMENTATION MODEL OF DESIGN
IN FPGA

In our Design, we generate data with the help of a LFSR
(Linear feedback shift register) based PRBS (Pseudo
Random Bit Sequence) generator and this random data is
converted into byte wise manner by a SIPO (Serial In Parallel
Out shift register). Then a virtual container of 9 rows and
261 columns is generated in which Regenerator Section
Overhead (RSOH), multiplex section Overhead (MSOH) and
pointer information is added to generate the complete
STM-1 frame.

Fig. 3: Pointer Bits

Fig. 4: FPGA Implementation

This frame is scrambled and transmitted. When the
STM-1 frame received at the de-mapper then the frame
detection circuit detect the arrival of frame, then this frame
is descrambled and various section overhead, pointer
information, Path Overhead information is extracted then
the data is extracted from Frame. The data is given to the
PRBS checker, which will check the validity of data and
show corresponding result on LED.Various error detection
bytes (B1,B2,B3 bytes)  compared with the received  bytes
and appropriate error detection signal is generated.

Mapping is the process of insertion of overhead and
pointer information in payload for the generation of STM
frame. A mapper perform functions: Insertion of path
overhead in payload, Insertion of AU pointers, Insertion of
Regenerator section Overhead bytes and Multiplexer Section
Overhead for formation of STM Frame.

Demapping is the process of extraction of overheads
and stuff bits from STM frame, to obtain payload
information. A Demapper perform following functions:

• Detect and align to the SDH framing pattern and synchro-
nization and generate LOS, OOF and LOF alarms.

• Extract Regenerator Section Overhead and
Multiplexer Section Overhead and detect errors.

• Process AU pointers, detect all the errors for VCs and
extracts Higher Order Path Overhead.

Scrambler: Every add/drop multiplexer sample
incoming bits according to a particular clock frequency. Now
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this clock frequency is recovered by using transitions
between 1s and 0s in the incoming OC-N signal. Suppose,
incoming bit stream contains long strings of all 1 s or all 0 s.
Then clock recovery would be difficult. So to enable clock
recovery at the receiver such long strings of all 1 s or 0 s are
avoided. This is achieved by a process called Scrambling.

It is a frame synchronous scrambler of sequence length
127 as shown in Fig. 5. The framing bytes A1 and A2, Section
Trace byte J0 and Section Growth byte Z0 are not scrambled
to avoid possibility that bytes in the frame might duplicate
A1/A2 and cause an error in framing. The receiver searches
for A1/A2 bits pattern in multiple consecutive frames,
allowing the receiver to gain bit and byte synchronization.

6. CONCLUSION

SONET/SDH networks are mature and have contributed
much to the telecommunications and networking industry.
By combining General Frame Procdure (GFP), Virtual
Concatenation (VCAT) and Link Capacity Adjustment
Scheme (LCAS), Service Providers have a more efficient
way to optimize their SONET/SDH transport network
for Ethernet services. GFP, VCAT and LCAS do not
require end-to-end upgrades to the existing SONET/SDH
network.

In this paper It is shown that FPGA devices provide the
ideal solution due to its embedded features within the
transceiver blocks and its advanced architecture to meet the
SONET/SDH specification. The attempt made in this paper
may provide useful solutions for many programs using FPGA
devices in future.
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Fig. 5: Frame Synchronous Scrambler

4. FRAME DETECTION AND DESCRAMBLER

Frame Detection circuit is used to indicate arrival of frame.
Frame detection is done with the help of framing bytes. Once
frame is detected, it is descrambled. A descrambler is also a
pseudo random number generator, designed using the 7-bit
standard polynomial (i.e. X7 + X6 + 1). As the framing bytes
A1 and A2, Section Trace byte J0 and Section Growth byte
Z0 are not scrambled at the transmitting end, so they remain
untouched at descrambler too.

5. RESULT
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